
 

This is a webpage where you can find all the latest information on the death of Mahabharatham. It has everything from articles
to videos about Mahabharatham. It also includes live coverage of events happening in Kishkindha at this time. You can also
access important phone numbers and contact persons for your convenience. The Mahabharatha TV website is leading the way in
providing instant updates on local news and happenings, as it happens, bringing you closer than ever to home and bringing that
sense of belonging that you’ve been longing for right to your doorstep. 

The sites manage by Arif Parambil and A. Raj .

Mahabharatha TV team are the best team in Television Industry, dedicated to make good programs by using latest technology.
Leaving behind the decade old technologies, they are using latest technology like 3G mobile connection to make good programs.

Arif Parambil is the CEO of Mahabharatha TV, Delhi & A. Raj is an IT professional who loves to watch Mahabharatha TV
Programs. Arif Parambil works as a journalist with NDTV India and A. Raj works as an IT professional for many big
companies like Vodafone Mobal, Tata Elxsi etc.. Mahabharatha TV was first aired from 24th June, 2009.

Mahabharata TV is one of the very few television channel that is showing the episodes as per the rigorously prepared scripts
from Kishkindha. Mahabharatha TV brings to you a unique experience as it tries to be as close as possible to the original story
of Mahabharata that was written by Vyasa, narrated by Veda Vyasa and finally conducted by Nandikesvara. The Manav Pandit
(Director) & Devendra Yadav (Script Writer) can be reached at manav_pandit@yahoo.com 

The website's address is http://www. mahabharatatv.com/ Mahabharatha TV 

The same can be accessed through mobile phone as well with QR code. The same is given below.

The website is not accessible in your smartphone or computer without QR code. You can also download the Apps of
Mahabhartha TV (AppStore) OR (PlayStore) for mobile phones and computers to view the same features. However, be aware
that both mobile phones and computers are not always available with you wherever you go, therefore, it might be difficult to
view TV channels using Android / iPhone devices or computers on Android or iPhone devices depending on place where they
are situated in the world.  

The Badhaai Ho song from Mahabharatha has been rendered by a group of professional singers named 'Diljit Dosanjh & Lyrics
By Kabir Bedi'. The song is composed and arranged by JB's son, Sanjoy Bhattacharya. The Vishal-Shekhar lead vocals have also
been provided by the duo to add the richness in sound. This particular track is significant as it was earlier rendered by a single
singer, which was seriously changed in this rendition, making it more appealing to the audience. The lyrics for other songs from
Mahabharatha TV are also given below.
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